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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
It is a great honour and I have immense pleasure in presenting to you the new edition of the Speaker’s Digest.
I am sure that all of you would have a lot of fun and key takeaways after reading this newsletter.
Taking up the role of the newsletter editor for the first time, I had initially perceived the role as a daunting
task as I was clueless about how to proceed. However, I was flabbergasted with the amount of support I
received from Excom as well as from the mentor for the newsletter - TM Selvan. I was guided by them at every
corner and everyone ensured that I had the required resources at my disposal. I got a chance to interact with
people at various levels - both at Toastmasters and professionally. Starting from convincing people to send
articles and delegating tasks, to editing and formatting the newsletter, this role has given me immense
experience – in terms of leadership as well as communication, the twin pillars of Toastmasters. The immense
support extended by all the Toastmasters by spending their invaluable time on writing articles or filling
questionnaires has made this newsletter a reality.
I came across a story which inspired me to choose the theme for the newsletter - “Fall Forward”. Many people
consider Abraham Lincoln as the greatest president in American history having led his country through its
greatest moral and military crisis, essentially saved the country from destruction and directed it towards
restoration. But not many people know about his history. He grew up in very humble background, failed in
business twice and had what most people would call it - nervous breakdown. He had lost when he ran for
Congress, lost twice when he ran for the Senate and again lost as a vice-presidential candidate. Then he was
elected to be the 16th president of the United States of America, and led the country to reconciliation and he
was re-elected for next term. His leadership acumen, political skill and outstanding speeches all contributed
to his amazing comeback.
The newsletter team would love your feedback and your suggestions to make future newsletters even more
exciting and great. For any comments or feedback please feel free to reach out to newsletter team or VP Public
Relations.
“Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.” - Confucius
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
All of us have a special story for how and why we chose to be a part of the Toastmasters Movement and
Chennai Speakers Forum (CSF) in particular. And here’s how my story goes - Thanks to a family friend’s
enthusiasm in the movement and his understanding about my interests, I happened to visit CSF for the first
time as a Class XI student. The atmosphere and the energy of CSF had struck me at first exposure, and I felt
completely at home with the warm and affable nature of the predominantly young members.
I was both excited and dejected on hearing
the TAG Report about my first TT Speech
as a guest, excited for having spoken
sensibly and dejected for the excessive use
of filler words and pauses. Taken aback by
the kind of interruptions I had in a 2
minute speech, I decided to join as a
member and improve my skills. My
enthusiasm was short lived, as I came to
know that one had to be above 18 years of
age to be able to join as a member. From
then on I did try and visit CSF occasionally,
to get considerably familiar with the
jargons, the flow of the meeting and the
overall experience, etc.
Finally it was in November 2015, that I
joined CSF. Since then, it has indeed been
an enriching journey that has perpetually
provided holistic development in
communication and leadership track.
Hardly a month after my joining, I was
elected to Executive Committee which is
responsible for the administration of the
club, as the Sergeant-At-Arms (SAA). By
being a part of the Excom, I was able to
understand the various levels of hierarchy
in the Toastmasters fraternity such as
Club-Area-Division-District. My horizon expanded when I got a chance to meet new people and senior
Toastmasters at various events. Serving as SAA was crucial in helping me understand the importance of being
punctual and stay organized, as well as the mission of Toastmasters.
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Then I got elected for the next role, Vice President Education. It is undisputed that the VP-E is the bedrock of
the quality meetings that CSF delivers week after week. Hence, I made it supremely important to focus on
members’ engagement and providing maximum value and learning after every session. One of the greatest
Challenges of any VP-E would be dealing with uncertainty and the no-show of role players or speakers, in spite
of all the perfect arrangements. As a VP-E, contingency planning and mitigation becomes second-nature and
we would turn out to be able planners and administrators in the process.
The past role of Club President, is all about being able to look after the club and its functioning from the bird’s
eye and worm’s eye view simultaneously and deal with every rising eventuality, without jeopardising the best
interests of the club and its members. It demands one to get to the heart of every issue that the club is
currently facing and also pre-empt the challenges that may arise in future. Quite similar to the 5 Year plans
followed by the Government of India, every Excom has to set its sights on a few objectives/aspects based on
the sore need of the club, but we must certainly implement it exponentially better than the Government.
There is always a great deal of energy and enthusiasm in the Excom, but it is the role of the President to be
able to channelize the energy towards the right direction and ensure that every cog in the machine works in
tandem. Above all else, one gets an unparalleled first-hand feel of how the club is progressing, and that is the
most gratifying feel in the leadership journey.
As much as I have emphasized on the Roles and Responsibilities of the Excom, I’d like to place equal
weightiness on the duty of every single member towards the club, irrespective of their being senior or junior.
It goes without saying that the Excom strives for the club and all of its members, but none of that would
materialize unless there is an overwhelming amount of extra support from the very members that we are
serving. There is no better motivation for an Excom, than being supported and aided by the members in the
various aspects of club administration, through thick and thin.
It is imperative that we remind ourselves about the fact that each and every member of our club is an integral
part of the Excom, and that we must make the best out of the opportunities at hand.
I strongly feel that members could go a step further to appreciate the work of the team and expedite the
progress of the club, by cooperating more actively, rising up and serving when called upon, with or without
the Title of a Leader. By serving and leading the club, we have the unique opportunity of chiselling our own
selves and the people around us, into enhanced and empowered individuals.
My rise through the ranks from SAA to President, in no more than a year-and-a-half is ample testimony to how
CSF welcomes and embraces its new members and bestows them with the very best.
Ask not what your club can do for you; ask what you can do for your club!!!
Fraternal Regards
Sidharth M.P.
(Immediate Past President, Chennai Speakers Forum)
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New Recruits Speak

TM ARUNKUMAR
"Toastmasters is a great platform to develop communication and leadership
skills in one’s own pace and with negligible peer pressure. People are
supportive and encouraging in all aspects. I would like to improve my
leadership skills and network with people from diverse backgrounds."

TM KAVIN
"Toastmasters conduct meeting with people who are dedicated despite
their busy lives and vibrant young bunch which makes Toastmasters
special, especially CSF"

TM ISMAIL
"Toastmasters help to learn Vocabulary and grammar which make us to become
more effective communicator, and it also teaches time management skills and
listening skills."
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TM THIYAGARAJAN
"Toastmasters help us to become good speaker by getting
opportunities; senior Toastmasters are giving good guidelines and
directions and CSF is having motivating and friendly environment to
become a good speaker as well as a good leader."

TM AKSHAY
"It has been the most enlightening experience so far. Apart from becoming
a good speaker and leader one can actually exchange knowledge with
every other member in the club. I wanted to bring out the speaker in me
and most importantly I want to improve my vocabulary that happens only
when you listen to others. This is the reason I have chosen to join CSF."

TM PRASANNA
"Toastmasters is a great platform that promotes experiential learning. I
personally feel that in Toastmasters we get more opportunities to improve
our leadership and communication skills than any B-School. I have no
reasons not to believe this statement by our former international president
Helen Blanchard once said that if you get out of Toastmasters all there is to
get out of Toastmasters, you will never get out of toastmasters"
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Ovation 2017

My First- International Journey to Stardom
My first international district conference was Ovation 2017 and I was quite eager to find out how it actually
works. I was just 8 months old in Toastmasters before attending Ovation 2017; till then I thought Toastmasters
is all about communication, leadership and sharing knowledge. But, Ovation 2017 changed my entire thought
process about Toastmasters. The grandeur, Grand opening, Mind blowing keynote speeches, Fabulous
educational sessions, Competitive TT & ISC speeches, Wonderful fun night with amazing people and lovely
ambience has left a lasting impression in my mind.
Being an introvert, my journey in Toastmasters has instituted a lot of difference in me and District Conference
Ovation is one amongst it. It is the absolute feeling of jubilation as we get to hear and interact with best of
best People, contestants and International speakers. Ovation is one such conference that has allowed me to
come out of my comfort zone and help to rediscover a “new person in me”. It is truly said “Good Judgment
comes from lot of bad experiences” and I have an equal share of experience by performing multiple roles in
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conferences. I always thought that I was an odd one out, but it took me some time to sit, relax, think and
rewind all the experiences I had in toastmasters. Every day you have something to take back in your kitty which
is an absolute bliss. I was sold the moment Dananjaya Hettiarachchi (WCPS 2014) gave a remarkable speech.
The most enjoyable and proud moment is when you see and hear your own Club member TM Sidharth winning
the TT runner up trophy. That very moment of happiness and feeling is “Nothing like it”.
District Conferences makes you realize that Toastmasters is beyond
communication and leadership. It is about meeting new people, oneness,
harmony, friendship, emotions; it is about love and respect you have for
each other. You meet good people and you make friends for lifetime.
For a person like me who is very passionate about travel, water sports and
dance, attending a district conference has been a great opportunity to
share, learn, enjoy, grow and relive an overall experience of being a
communicator, a leader, a speaker and most importantly transforming
myself to be a great human. Every conference sets newer benchmarks (let
it be good or bad experiences you had) for you and it transforms you to be
a better individual and version of yourself.
The best part of Ovation or any district conference is infinity smiles and
happiness you see in everyone’s face, which only makes you think that
conferences are signs of great magnitude, joy and high spirits.
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Fall Forward
Mastering failure - mastering the art of talking to myself
- By TM Archana Gopal
It was just another day, I was flipping through the channels when it was an interview that caught my attention.
Johnny Depp was on Inside the Actors Studio. Pony-tailed, Good looking, successful and loved by all, I
wondered now let me see how he gloats on his success, watching that interview turned out a pivotal moment
in my life. Here are the top three points I noted.
o
o
o

JD believes a family is the most important thing in the world
He likes to star in a movie but is yet to watch the movies he acts in.
And he is addicted to failures.

While these were unique and interesting thoughts, the last point caught my attention.
I head for the hills. I run deep through the dense forest, I check if no one is around and then I use a shovel and
start digging a trench, I dig and dig and place our regrets and shame there. No head stone, no nothing.
Occasionally, a sound, a smell, a thought may take me there, but then I dismiss it and head back to whatever
I say to convince myself to look the other way. And this happens every time I think am about to fail.
Failure hasn’t really been something that I have really embraced or even considered embraceable.
A hundred sayings told a hundred times over still doesn’t help resonate the time-tested mantra that failure is
the stepping stone to success, the pain that failure is said to bring with it is often never discussed and seldom
dealt with it head on. And this is a place that I see a as possible place I would like to explore this year.
Perhaps Johnny Depp wasn’t trying to be different. Maybe he was and maybe he wasn’t. But the seed was
sown. A new thought germinated through me. Could it be possible that a man felt that he didn’t have the need
to succeed all the time and not only were failures to be embraced, but failures were a compulsion!
In the movies Mr. Depp has acted he has refused to go see them when they were released he believed his job
was done after watching the movie. A detached approach to looking at life, something I am yet to understand
and far away from mastering. But imagine this, if I took up all my tasks in this manner a detached outlook, a
mantra in which I tell myself that I wouldn’t really bother it went, then how I wonder would the quality of my
work be. I am compelled to think about all the times I tried to do something and failed, to make a friend, to
get someone to love me, to get someone to see my point of view, to lend new thoughts, to convince someone
to try something different.
As I even begin to recollect the thousands of times that I have failed, the thousands of times I have picked up
myself, something is beginning to unravel itself- Failure is just a word we tell ourselves, it could mean anything
perhaps it could mean Tiramisu (pick me up!). Perhaps it could mean YAY YOU TRIED! Why does it have to
have such a negative context? It needn’t.
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When you fall down
- By DTM Saro Velrajan

It was the year 2007. I was in USA then. Those were the days, when I was finding it difficult to speak in
English. When someone asks me a simple question such as “Hey Saro! How was your weekend?” I’ll be
frozen as if I was struck by lightning. I’ll smile… say “Good” and immediately walk away from that person. I
was afraid whether that person will ask me additional questions. Today, if someone asks me “How was your
weekend?” … I can talk for hours. That transformation was made possible through my continuous
investment of time and energy on self-development, through Toastmasters. Toastmasters is a great platform
to fail … safely! Every time you make a mistake, there is someone to correct you. Every time you fall down,
there is someone to hold you. In this article, I’m sharing the most influential people in my Toastmasters
career… who kept me motivated, whenever I fell in Toastmasters. These Toastmasters ensured that
whenever I fall, I fall forward.
1.
Mentors – My first mentor in Toastmasters
was Warren Railey, a 73-year-old Toastmaster.
Warren had been with Toastmasters for nearly 40
years. He would have regular meetings twice a
month with all of his mentees and coach us on
the nuances of communication. He would give us
a variety of speaking assignments such as
performing the roles of radio jockey, news reader
and an announcer in airport etc., to develop our
communication skills. This was the time of
maximum learning for me in Toastmasters. Later,
DTM Lalitha Giridhar served as my mentor to
guide me in my leadership journey in
Toastmasters.
2.
Role Model – Communication skills are like
a “tool” to achieve something bigger in life – may
be in your personal, professional or social life.
When you achieve the desired communication skills, what would you like to do? Whom do you want to
be like? I joined Toastmasters because I wanted to talk like my company’s then Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) Kevin Denuccio. Every time he goes to the stage, he sets the stage on fire and he does a brilliant
job of energizing the employees. He was my role model – when I began my communication journey in
Toastmasters. A role model will help you to set the bar high. I didn’t do manual projects just for the sake
of completing my speaking assignments. Every
time I do a speech, I do a lot of preparation – so that, one day, I can talk like my CEO. A role model will
inspire you and will help you to aspire high. A role model will ensure that even when you fall… you’ll
aspire to fall forward… so that there is some progress.
3. Toastmasters Buddy – A Toastmasters Buddy is important because there are certain things you cannot
freely discuss with your mentor; you may require someone who is similar to you, to bounce your ideas. A
Toastmasters Buddy can also be a good company to attend various events, educational workshops and
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contests, thereby accelerating your pace of learning. My friend Sudhagar Chinnaswamy was my
Toastmasters Buddy with whom I mastered my communication skills during the first 3 years. Today, Rajesh
Natarajan is my Toastmasters Buddy.
It took me a year in Toastmasters to realize that I’ve transformed. It took 3 years for others to realize that my
communication skills have transformed. Throughout my journey, I got the help of my mentors, I got motivation
from my role model and I got support from my Toastmasters buddies. Dear Toastmaster… what are you
waiting for? If you haven’t already identified these 3 people in your Toastmasters journey, start to look for
them now. They are your GPS, oxygen cylinder and torch light when you are deep diving into an ocean called
public speaking. They’ll ensure that you fall forward… whenever you fall down… so that, there is progress!
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Falling Forward
- By TM Rajesh Velpandian

I have only two inspirations in my life. They continuously encourage me to improve and not stay stagnant.
The two inspirations in my life are Arnold Schwarzenegger and Steve jobs. The theme falling forward is an
apt way to describe an incident from Steve jobs life.
We all know Steve jobs co-founded apple and because of him we have iPhones which were the bench mark
phones or rather we can say the inspiration behind the growth of the touch based phones in the mobile
industry. There is an incident in Steve jobs life which defined who he was and what was his character. In
1985 Steve jobs was forced out of apple because of a power struggle between him and the then CEO john
Sculley. The board of directors also sided with John Sculley resulting in the ousting of Steve jobs from the
company he founded, the company he built. Any other person would have broken down and become
crestfallen but Steve jobs did display any signs of these attitude.
In 1985 Steve jobs founded next computers which is a computer platform development company specialising
in computers for higher education and business markets. He
was instrumental in the development of the visual effects
industry and funded the development of the computer graphics
division of the Lucas film in 1986. Lucas film was the company
which produced Star Wars. The computer graphics division was
named as PIXAR.
I am sure now, many will be able to relate to the name Pixar.
Pixar needs no introduction. Pixar eventually produced the first
fully animated film Toy story which would have been
impossible without jobs support. Steve jobs focused on
improving next computers and Pixar. In the course of time
apple went into losses. In 1997 apple bought next computers
and requested Steve jobs to take over as the CEO. With the
help of the computer platform development he created Steve
jobs was able to create the famous mac operating systems, iTunes, app store, iMac, iPod. Looking back his
stint at next computers really helped him in creating one of the best ecosystems of the world. A famous
quote goes by the saying -"A person's true character is in how he behaves when he faces failure". Steve jobs
is one great example of falling forward at times when things in life are not going in our way.
Do not fall down, fall forward.
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Nation that had fallen to march forward
- By TM Shriram Sridhar

“For me it is a moment of anguish because all my life... I have believed in merger and the unity of these two
territories. You know, it's a people, connected by geography, economics, and ties of kinship “.
These were the words said by the first Prime minister of Singapore
Lee Kuan Yew when Singapore was kicked out of Malaysia on
August 9, 1965. Back in 1963 Singapore merged with Malaysia to
form federation of Malaysia due to its geographical proximity,
believing in better economy and free market. Right from the day
one of this merger both countries had differences, There were
many Political and racial conflicts between Malaysia and
Singapore. The tension between the two states reached a climax
in the year 1965 and the Malaysian government decided to kick
Singapore out of the federation. Malaysia thought that it would
be impossible for the new Singapore nation to prosper due to its
lack of natural resources and poor economy. When Singapore was
formed as a new nation, just like any other country that gained
independence from the imperialistic powers joined itself in the
Non-Alignment movement. With a humble beginning Singapore
soon began to grow in economy and today Singapore stands as one of the best nations in the world in terms
of Economy, HDI, Education and Health care. From a third world nation, it became a first world nation within
a decade because of the visionary policies that were implemented by its first Prime Minister. Lee Kuan Yew
also said these words after he expressed his anguish about the separation of Singapore from Malaysia
“There is nothing to be worried about it. Many things will go on just as usual. But be firm, be calm. We are
going to have a multi-racial nation in Singapore... Everybody will have his place: equal; language, culture,
religion”
True to his words Singapore has become one. This is the nation that had fallen to march forward.
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Will you will it
- By TM Supraja Ashok
It was a great season of goodwill and merriment. It is greeted with special merriment and rejoicing
everywhere. The mesmerizing sounds of jingle bells, shinning stars, singing carols everywhere, Christmas trees,
Santa Claus and the whole world is in rejoice celebrating the birth of Jesus Christ.
A very good morning fellow toastmasters and distinguished guests, 2015 Christmas turned out to be so
miserable and misfortune to me. It was 3:00 am, and my mom was in sound sleep and suddenly, my body
started to shake slightly and uncontrollably and consecutively my body temperature started elevating
constantly to 104 degrees Celsius. I woke my mother up to provide me tablet and she lost her sleep. I couldn’t
move or lie down because I was trembling and had severe back ache.
It was 6’o clock in the morning, and my servant came
home to do household chores and she informs my
mother about the death of my neighbour who passed
away in the early morning due to high fever. Hearing this
fear started to spread like wildfire inside me. My mother
asked me to close my eyes and sleep but I was scared
that if I close my eyes now, then I will never open it to
see the world for the next time. I was taken to the doctor
and he detected that the fever is due to viral infection
and prescribed few antibiotics. But even though taking
all these medicines I suffered from severe fever and
shivering for the next three nights.
Then on January 1st, 2016, while everyone was wishing
each other new year, I was admitted in Metha child care
hospital. The nurse took a sample of my ‘o’ negative blood for testing and by that evening the report was
issued and I was diagnosed to have dengue positive and as a result of it my platelets count decreased to
16,ooo. It turned out to be opposite, hearing this my whole family was shocked and I could see the sort of
deadly fear in everyone’s face but I dint know the seriousness of it. I was calm as a cucumber at that time and
was enjoying because it was the time of my 12th std half yearly examination and I always wished that should
something should happen to me during exam times so that I will not be able to write my exams. It was kid dish
but still I felt it as a dream come true.
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I was monitored constantly because there was not such specific treatment for dengue and my doctor advised
me to consume lot of liquid items but I dint take that too seriously. As a result of overplaying with my health,
my platelets count was only on the decreasing scale. My uncle is such a strong person and I have never seen
him crying until that day. My blood report came and there was a possibility of platelets transfer. Hearing this
without a fraction of a second, he busted out with tears and each drop of salt water that came from his eyes
made me understand of my importance to him.

Then I started to intake large number of liquid items and after two days it eventually resulted in a rapid
increase of my platelets count to 1,00,000 and I was discharged to home. After taking rest for one complete
month, I forgot everything whatever I studied especially math, I was totally blank. By the time, it was February
and my boar exams are nearing. I had hardly one month to prepare. My biology sir always says that don’t quit,
never quit and mustn’t quit at any point of time irrespective of the challenges. I took his words and had a will
power to clear my 12th grade with distinction and it happened.
Friends, it is only the will power that creates your identity and describes who you are and how strong you are,
you cannot find it anywhere outside, you need to build it within you in order to achieve your target.
As Mother Teresa famously says “The first step to becoming is to will it”. So TMOD, will you will it!!!
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Welcome New Joiners!!!
- By TM Arun Kumar
To lead successful personal and professional life, every human being needs a set of people skills. It includes
interpersonal skills, communication skills, relationship skills and leadership skills. Everyone develops these
skills either through regular life circumstances and live happily or struggle to develop them and suffer in the
life. People tend to try newer things, make mistakes, learn from them and acquire a skill. In general situations,
majority of population tend to suffer from social anxiety which does not allow them to try newer things and
restrict them from trying anything. It leads to lack of opportunities for
individuals to learn newer skills which are required both in their
personal and professional lives.
Toastmasters creates an environment which is meticulously prepared
by a team of members who make efforts to learn their roles and
perform them. The objective of any Toastmasters community is solely
the self-realization and development of skills for those individuals who
perform on the stage. Toastmasters allows ample time for everyone to
take new challenge, learn from it, practice it and proceed to taking
further challenges. This allows for self-realization, understanding and
application of insights in the forthcoming meetings.
Any Toastmaster gains as maximum as possible when he/she takes
active participation in club meeting, and club executive committee. In
today’s world, the workplace has become highly competitive and to
survive and sustain in the job, one needs to consistently understand one’s strengths and weaknesses and
update one’s skills. Many workplaces do not allow individuals to make any mistake and learn from them. Hence
there lies lack of opportunities to experiment and learn new things. Toastmasters comes handy in these
circumstances to fill this gap and keep developing leadership and communication skills.
Toastmasters' meetings enable the participants to practice speaking skills, be open to feedback, take
responsibilities, coordinate with people, help art of appreciation, and help learn how to convince people. One
cannot practice these skills in any other situation with such a positive and supportive guidance. There may be
lot of other clubs out there in the world, but they may not necessarily provide someone with lot of
opportunities similar to Toastmasters.
In modern world, it has become difficult to spend time with family or a group of friends wherein one can feel
and behave very positively. It is suggested that one can look for self-realization and practice new skills in a safe
environment which does not create any insulting remark or damage one’s reputation. People often lack the
courage and necessary determination to fight the social norms and become better person whereas these
aspects are never constraints in the Toastmasters to restrain anyone from developing oneself in the way one
wants.
Feel the confidence! Be yourself and face the world!!
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Falling Forward
- By TM Akshay Ramachandran
There were days when we never used to think too much about the past or the future and those beautiful days
are known as school life. Days you will never get back in life, days with zero responsibilities and no worries
except homework and exams. Being a kid who was terrible at mathematics, my only fret during school was a
math exam and I hated that subject with so much passion that if it were possible to commit hate crime against
algebra, I would do so. Shivers ran down my spine, each time my teacher came with my math scores after
evaluation. I know math haters can totally relate to this feeling.
As a kid, I always wanted to grow up for I thought that I could get rid of this subject. I can choose to liberate
myself from them. I never understood that when we grow up there are bigger problems than the word
problems in math. But growing up is inevitable, whether we want to accept it. The feeling of not knowing
whether or not we are doing life right is an all too familiar feeling that I know most of us have experienced or
are currently experiencing. Post high school or college, the cohort safety net that is usually been our barometer
of success is stripped from under us as we are thrown out into the real world with little to no experience.
But life gave me a reality check even before that net was stripped off. It was my final semester of bachelors in
engineering and I was happily waiting for my call letter from TCS to which I got recruited on campus. Like any
other engineer, I wanted to pass out with an all clear. But my university had other ideas. I was horrified to
know that I flunked in two papers out of the three that I wrote that semester. I applied for re-evaluation,
nothing happened and my last resort was to apply for a challenge against my university. It took about two
months for me to get my proper result that I have passed my papers. Thankfully my call letter came only after
this. Those two months made me realize that I never tried to be something more than an average person.
From that day, I started taking things seriously and began working on myself. I wanted to change my recipe of
mediocrity. I have stood in front of a mirror asking myself if I am really an adult, if I know what I am doing, and
if I am falling behind in life.
I guess every one of us had asked these questions to ourselves at some point in life. But the answers to these
questions lies only in our efforts in trying to be a better person each day through falling, sometimes falling
again and again till we see them as an opportunity to grow, improve and move forward in life.
Now I can confidently say I am a different person from what I was few years ago. I see an opportunity in
everything I come across. Opportunity to become a software developer as an IT employee, opportunity to
become a motivational speaker or even a stand-up comedian being a Toastmaster, a singer, a language
instructor, etc. My ambition in life keeps changing. But one thing that I want to achieve every day is to bring
out the better version of myself out and be that best version one day. When I look back as a 60-year-old man,
I want to thank my younger self for doing what I am doing now.
I wish I had realized all this a little earlier but let’s all learn from Donald Trump that it is never too late to
achieve something great.
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Leadership Corner
How do you manage and prioritize Toastmasters, personal and professional life?
Shriram: People often think that if you are VP-Education then you have to spend a lot of time on Toastmasters.
But, trust me in a week I spend only 15 minutes for CSF and that too drafting the agenda and sending it to all
members. I always pre-plan for our meetings atleast two weeks in advance and probably that is the reason
why I don't really have to spend too much of my time for Toastmasters.
Uday: Professional and Toastmasters are mutually exclusive as I don't work on weekends and don't toastmaster
on weekdays.
Saro: Having been with Toastmasters for the last 10+ years, it has become my regular habit - similar to brushing
your teeth and bathing. It has become part of my life. I have lots of time in life because I don't watch TV much,
I don't waste time browsing the Internet, I don't watch cricket, I don't spend a lot of time in social media and
Whatsapp. I plan and prioritize my daily activities and hence, I have ample time for Toastmasters, personal and
professional life.
What would you recommend to someone who just joins Toastmaster?
Shriram: Don’t be like me. Don’t take a year to give your Ice-breaker. The meetings are run by you. So, start
taking roles and do it with dedication. Explore the depth of Toastmasters and gain from it.
Uday: Be regular, be early. You get many leadership opportunities when you are 20 minutes early to the
meeting.
Saro: Follow the 3Rs - Research/Read before you prepare for a topic, Regularly attend Toastmasters
meetings/events and take up roles, Rehearse well before you perform any role.

Can leadership skills be learnt? How should one start?
Shriram: I never got a leadership opportunity during my school days as well as in my college days. My first ever
leadership role was when I got the chance to serve CSF as the SAA. Yes! Leadership skills can be learnt and the
only way to start is to volunteer.
Uday: Yes, absolutely. Try to take up an Ex-com role and you will see it for yourself.
Saro: Yes. You should start by performing the leadership roles during the meeting such as Toastmaster of the
Day, General Evaluator, Timer, AH Counter etc., then, gradually step up to the club leadership roles and
eventually jumping to the District leadership roles. Don't just perform leadership roles by watching what
others do. Thoroughly read project manual for every leadership role... to maximize the benefits.
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Can you describe a situation where a decision you made did not work according to plan? What was your
learning?
Shriram: It wasn't a decision but it was my approach. I did have a tough time as a VP-M of Chennai speakers
forum. Whenever a guest visits CSF, I explain them about the program, get their contacts, add them to CSF
guest Google groups and start sending them agendas weekly. What I didn't do is, I did not follow up with the
guest and I realized this blunder only in this term.
Uday: Many didn't go well. I understood that intention is important. Forget the result.
Saro: There were many :) When we decided to create Chennai Speakers Forum (CSF) out of Chennai
Toastmasters (CTM), I unconsciously rubbed the sentiments of several Toastmasters from CTM. Specifically, I
made the mistake of not consulting the then CTM President Prabakaran before selecting the club officers for
CSF. I had to later apologize to Prabakaran for that. I learned that you'll have to involve your team before
making any critical decisions... and you'll have to take them also into confidence... for them to be motivated
to support the cause.
Have you used any of the skills that you learnt at your company at toastmasters or vice versa?
Shriram: Not in my company but in my personal life. I started appreciating people for trivial things, I started
encouraging them and I minimized criticizing people.
Uday: Yes. I started appreciating people at office and that improved my respect and salary in office.
Saro: Yes... I've used every single skill that I developed in Toastmasters... at my work place. The skill of speech
evaluations was very handy when I do performance reviews for my team members. The skill of impromptu
speaking was very handy when I handle interviews or tough clients.
In your experience, what do you think are the most important qualities of a leader?
Shriram: Vision- What he wants to achieve? Plan- How to achieve? Attitude- How he/she is going take success
and failure? Character- Towards his/her team and individuals.
Uday: Easy to approach, Calm and Composed. More importantly a leader needs to be hopeful of the bright
future.
Saro : A leader should 1) put the interests of the people first 2) have a mission to accomplish, which is larger
than what individually the people can achieve 3) keep the team motivated from the beginning till the end 4)
focus on the members and follow all the numbers (i.e., metrics for success).
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Titbits about Shriram
I am Shriram Sridhar, president of CSF. I love Tamil Nadu cuisine such as Pongal and Dosa. I calculate the
number of hours I sleep and I sleep from around 10:30 to 6. I think time and punctuality is my defining quality
- I try to respect others' time. I really get motivated by Toastmasters - however bad I speak everyone is
encouraging and helpful. My favourite speech - That must be my CC 2 "When you are gone". A speech that
came not just from my mind but also from my heart. It was a speech about my feeling for my uncle who passed
away due to cancer. If there is someone whom I should thank here, It must be my mentor TM Rajesh Nataraj
who gave me some nice tips on how to deliver this speech. My most memorable event was the 250th
Milestone meeting.

Titbits about TM Uday
I am Uday Kiran, past president of CSF. I love Potato Fries and my other hobby is Yoga. I Sleep at 10:30, wake
up at 4:30. My uncle brought me to Toastmasters and my mentors and friends motivate me to continue.. One
speech that has lived on with me is My CC10. I gave a speech on how I used to complain and how detrimental
it can be towards our mindset. Penning down that one speech has brought in a change for lifetime. Also, I love
watching DTM Karthick Srinivasan's speeches.

Titbits about TM Saro
I am Saravanan Velrajan (and people also know me as DTM Saro). I love Blogging, Public Speaking and
Travelling. Regards to food, I love anything that is "veggie". I go to bed by 10 pm. I wake up by 5.30 am. I think
my defining quality is optimism. I also try to help people without expecting any returns. I joined Toastmasters
to improve my communication skills and I learn something at every meet and that motivates me till today. As
I mentor, I feel that we should sincerely help our mentees without holding back. When you lift others, you
become stronger. I love toastmasters because we are able to learn a lot - through every role or even by just
sitting through a meeting. My most memorable moment is when I got selected as the Division Governor of
Division G, after a competitive election at Ovation 2011.
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The New Excom
President

VP-Education

VP-Membership

Secretary

Treasurer

Sgt at Arms
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VP-PR

Immediate
Past President

Do

Interested in Chennai Speakers Forum?
Contact
•

Shriram Sridhar President, CSF
Email - shriram.sakuntala@gmail.com
Mobile: +91 9790940529

•

Akshay Ramachandram VP – Membership, CSF
Email - akshayram9491@gmail.com
Mobile: +91 9884883175

Timings
Sundays - 10 am to 12 pm

Location
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